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Key Dates
Year 13 Parents’
Information Evening
Thursday, 3rd October

Sixth Form Open Evening
Thursday, 10th October

DofE Gold Introductory
Camp

Message from the Headteacher

Saturday, 12th October
Welcome to the new academic year!

DofE Gold Introductory
Camp
Sunday, 13th October

India Trip Departs
Wednesday, 23rd October

School Closes To Students
Friday 25th October

School Re-Opens To
Students
Tuesday, 5th November

The Blue Coat School

I hope that you had a wonderful summer break and that you were
able to enjoy some time together as families.
I’d particularly like to welcome our new Year 7 and Year 12 pupils,
who after a brief period of settling in, have made a fantastic start
to life at Blue Coat. It’s always great to see the pupils return after
the summer break, and the energy and enthusiasm with which
they are currently approaching their studies is really pleasing to
see.
Over the summer we got to celebrate another set of fantastic ALevel and GCSE results with our Year 11 and Year 13 pupils and
their families. The results we achieve year on year just don’t
happen – they are the result of the hard work of pupils, staff and
parents. It is the relationship between school and home from Year
7 right through to Year 11 and Year 13, that really supports our
young people and enables them to achieve the qualifications
they do, which in turn open doors for them and enables them to
make their way in the world. So, can I thank you all for your
continued support last year and in advance for your continued
support this year.
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World Scout Jamboree

During the summer break,
Year 13 student Phoebe
Bamford attended the
24th World Scout
Jamboree at The Summit
Bechtel Reserve in the
beautiful mountains of
West Virginia, USA.
Unlike any other youth
event, the World Scout
Jamboree invites young
people to surround
themselves in the cultures
of the world by joining
other scouting friends at a
single destination for 12
unforgettable days.
With the theme – Unlock a
New World – Phoebe
made new friends, new
memories and engaged in
life-changing experiences
that will help her develop
her physical, intellectual,
emotional and social skills.
What a great way to spend
the summer!
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As well as celebrating exam results during the summer holidays,
there was also a significant amount of work that took place at
Blue Coat. The Cranmer Education Trust (the trust which Blue
Coat is part of), made an investment of over £100,000 to replace
the school’s fire alarm, and upgrade to a new state of the art
system. Whilst this won’t impact of the education of the pupils,
having such a state-of-the-art system over such a complex and
challenging site, further adds to the recent developments we
have made in site safety and security over the past two years.
Many of the departments classrooms have also had ‘facelifts’! We
have installed numerous top-of-the-range interactive screens in
even more departments and have extended our Virtual Desktop
Interface network – this means that the pupils will soon be able to
access all their work and files at home, just as if they were sat at a
computer at Blue Coat, (more on this to come).
Hopefully, by the time this newsletter reaches you, you will also
have noticed our new website. Our previous website served a
purpose but was cumbersome! The new website should
hopefully be able to direct you to any information you wish to find
in a maximum of 3 clicks – I’ve been assured!
As technology and communication changes, so to will how we
use the website. The website will now just be for any information
you wish to find. Updates about events in school during the
course of the year will be shared via the newsletter or via our
Twitter account (@BCOldham). If you have not yet signed up to
follow the school on Twitter, I advise you to do so.
You can see from the newsletter that it’s already been an
incredibly busy start to the new academic year. Such a wide range
of extra-curricular activities and events take place regularly at
Blue Coat. If I were to give you one piece of advice this year, it
would be to talk to your son and daughter and ask them what
they are getting involved in outside of their academic studies. If
the answer is nothing, talk to them about their interests and
encourage them to take part. Bloodle and the school website will
illustrate what activities and events are taking place, and if they
need a nudge, you can always contact form tutors. Year on year,
we find the pupils who take advantage of the wider curricular
opportunities develop a really love and enjoyment of school,
which is then mirrored in their work in lessons.

I’m looking forward to another fabulous year with our young
people.
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Etihad Stadium
Fieldtrip

Oxbridge Open Day

Over the course of two days in
September all Year 11
geographers enjoyed a day out of
school learning about the
regeneration of East Manchester
as part of their GCSE compulsory
fieldwork.

Earlier this month, ten of our Year 13 students visited
Oxford University for the University-wide Open Day. On
the first day, students had some time to explore the city
in small groups, before having a personalised guided
tour of New College. They then took part in an insightful
critical reading session which helped them understand
how to analyse texts, a technique they need to be able
to demonstrate when writing their personal statements.
Later that day, they attended a seminar on personal
statements, assessments and interviews prior to
experiencing dinner in the formal dining hall at Corpus
Christi. They stayed overnight in student
accommodation and spent time in the common rooms
where they got a real flavour of college life at Oxford.

Students experienced an
informative tour of the Etihad
Stadium, home of Manchester
City, which was led by a former
Blue Coat student and included a
fantastic presentation about how
the stadium has led to further
regeneration in the once derelict
communities surrounding it.

The following day, after a hearty breakfast, each student
attended a talk held by their chosen subject’s
departments, and they had the opportunity to speak to
academics about their applications. There was also a
chance to explore the range of colleges on offer, to help
them to decide which college they should apply to.
It was a wonderful experience for all, and it offered them
a taste of what university life would be like. Students
also had the opportunity to explore the colleges and
departments in person and gain practical knowledge
regarding their applications, which should make next
month’s application deadline a little less daunting!

Following this, students
completed their own data
collection in the local area by
assessing the land use and
environmental quality of two
zones within Beswick, an area that
for many years that had suffered
urban decline for many years.
Jasmin Sidhu said: “The trip was
awesome. It was good to hear
about the impact that the stadium
has had on the local area and our
group enjoyed seeing the impacts
first hand as we collected our
data.”

The Blue Coat School
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NW	
  Oxbridge	
  Seminar	
  
Last week we hosted the North West Oxbridge
Seminar for Year 11 and Year 13 students. Schools
and sixth forms from across the North West joined
us for a dedicated interview seminar for the Year
13s about how to apply to Oxbridge. Academic
staff and admissions tutors from both universities
spoke about the interview process and held
subject specific workshops showing the kind of
prompt material students might get in interviews,
discussed possible questions and allowed the
students the opportunity to practise the kind of
discussions they will face.
Students found it helped them demystify the
process and allowed them the chance to interact with academics in their field. 40 of our highest
achieving Year 11s also attended a talk about the Oxbridge process to give them an insight into what
opportunities are open to them if they continue to work hard in Year 11.

International Literacy Day
All Year 7 students recently took part in a
literacy murder mystery, as part of
International Literacy Day. It centred
around a murdered health inspector for a
restaurant named 'The Spag Bol'. Students
were required to use their spelling,
punctuation and grammar skills to find
clues and therefore the killer of character.
Pupils tapped into their knowledge of
apostrophes, commas, tenses, homophones and word classes in order to successfully find the killer.
They had a great time, and prizes were awarded for their efforts. It was a wonderful way to welcome
them into their new school and an opportunity for them to show how astute they are.

Baking Just Got Competitive!
Sixth form students held a bake sale in aid of MacMillan Cancer
Support.
Houses went head-to-head, competing to sell the most cakes for
this wonderful charity. Rountree Wrigley reigned supreme, but
the real winner was Cancer Support as we managed to raise
£674.00! Well done to everybody who took part and supported
this fundraiser.

The Blue Coat School
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England Netball
Selection
Congratulations to Year 11
student Hannah Diamond who
has been selected for the U17
England Netball Roses
Academy.

30 September 2019

A Taste of Honey
Earlier this month, our Year 10 and Year 11
GCSE Drama students watched the
matinee performance of 'A Taste of Honey'
by Shelagh Delaney at the Lowry Theatre.
Students have been practically exploring
the play in class and it was interesting to
compare our ideas with director Bijan
Sheibani's vision for the piece.
Students have been developing their analytical and evaluative
skills in preparation for their written exam where they must
critique a live theatre performance. Students enjoyed this bold
and energetic National Theatre performance which starred Jodie
Prenger as Helen.

European Languages Week

She was scouted at a National
Premier League Tournament at
the end of July (where she
wasn’t expected to play). The
opportunity came for her to
take part and she grabbed her
moment with both hands and
completed the rest of the
game. Following on from that
match, Hannah was invited to a
gruelling 5-day trial at
Wolverhampton University, and
it was whilst she was travelling
home that she was contacted
to say that she had been
selected!
She will train once a month at
Loughborough University and
take part in various games,
culminating with a Netball
Europe Tournament at the end
of the season. What a fantastic
achievement!
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The week beginning 23rd September was
a very busy one in Languages! We started
with a fantastic European Bake Off, with a
fabulous range of delicious cakes and
desserts inspired by recipes from all over
Europe. Congratulations to Harriet
Garside who won first prize with her
German Pavola, and also the runner-up
Lucas Hardman-Fletcher for his Madeira
Cake and Raspberry Friands.
Later that week we had lunchtime showings of various foreign
films, and some fantastic sessions where students learnt
Portuguese with Mr Pereira and Sign Language with Keeley
Fleming from Year 13 – two very engaging and fascinating
sessions!
We finished the week with some lovely international food sold for
charity. Special thanks to Lydia Moran who brought in some
traditional Jewish cakes, to Yousuf Ibrahim for his tasty samosas
and to Lucy Hindle for her delicious French palmier buns.
Throughout the week students have participated in a quiz about
how Blue Coat teachers have used languages, done a treasure
hunt finding teachers with ‘talk to me’ badges in different
languages, and seen lots of very long words from many
languages displayed around the school. Many students have also
entered our ‘Magical Journey’ competition which we are sending
off to the Association for Language Learning; we’re keeping our
fingers crossed!
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What It Takes - Jack Maiden
(Software Engineer)
When were you at Blue Coat?
2006 - 2013.
What do you particularly remember
from your time at Blue Coat?
The help I received in computer
science and English whilst I was there,
especially when I worked in a team on
a programming competition.
What do you wish you knew back then?
To calm down and relax as it helps you focus more and get through things more easily, the more you
overthink the less you will understand something. It is something that requires a lot of work and I wish I
had started sooner.
What's your best memory of school?
My best memory from school is winning the Heriot Watt Turing Centenary Programming Challenge with
Andrew Hynes, Ayrton Massey and Alistair Ross. It is a particularly good memory as it helped me learn a
lot from programming.
What are you doing now?
I’m now a software engineer. I spend a lot of my time in front of a computer problem-solving and trying to
spot anything that looks out of place. I gained a distinction in my masters, and a first in my degree at
Newcastle University and have recently been collaborating with them on a paper looking into Contactless
credit cards and finding ways to make them more secure.
Did you ever expect to be doing what you're doing now?
Certainly not. If you had told me I would be able to work in software with a master’s in computer security,
I would not have believed it.
How did your studies contribute to what you're doing now?
Taking maths and sciences at A-Level certainly helped me get into university, and greatly improved my
problem-solving skills. When I was in my GCSE years I was predicted a ‘C’ in maths, but I put a lot of time
and effort in to ensure I got to the point where I would be allowed to do maths at AS level. My maths
teacher helped me gain an ‘A’ at GCSE and a ‘B’ at A-Level. Without their unfailing help, I wouldn't have
been able to get into Newcastle university and study computer science.
What about your hobbies and interests back then. How did they contribute?
My hobbies and interests tie in with the things I am doing now. I have always enjoyed video games and
computers so it has helped me understand the software industry.
What's your advice to pupils who want to get into a similar career?
Try programming in your spare time. Problem-solving is a good way to improve your thinking skills.
Something I have learnt a lot since I have entered the world of work is knowing why something happens is
more important than the what and the how. If you know the why, you should be able to work towards a
solution.

The Blue Coat School
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